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Decon tent PZ 40 3 L

For controlled, rapid decontamination.

Two longitudinal partitions divide the PZ 40 3 L into three decontamination lines: This allows you to decontaminate a large number of
people within a very short amount of time. Use the middle line (1.85 m wide) to decontaminate lying injured. The outer lines (1.62 m wide)
offer enough space for separate showers for men and women. The three shower units are also divided into a undressing, shower and
dressing area. The continuous drip tray in the shower area prevents liquid from entering the rest of the tent. The separate water supply
allows you to control the quantity or temperature of water individually. The colour coding of the openings in the tent tarpaulin provides
practical orientation during use (blue: Water, red: Heating or power, green: compressed air). If required, you can easily connect the
universal tents PZ 30 or PZ 40 as additional supply or accommodation tents with the PZ 40 3 L and thus extend the functional radius.
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Technical Data

Product Art.-Nr. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Dekon-Zelt PZ 40 3 L 1520035500 92.1 43.1 x 37.4 x 39.4 300 25.6 x 17.6 x 9.9 25.6 x 16.3 x 9.3 242.3 7.25 9.4 450

Column definitions:

0: Collection tub [cu. ft.]
1: Folded size (L x W x H) [inch]
2: Setup time, approx. [sec]
3: Outer dimensions (L x W x H) [ft]
4: Inner dimensions (L x W x H) [ft]
5: Air requirement, at working pressure [cu. ft.]
6: Working pressure [psi]
7: Test pressure [psi]
8: Weight, approx. [lbs]
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